
Safe investments in profitable real estate deals
with a next-generation smart solution



Niko Technologies (NT) is a pioneer and exemplar in the fields of finance and 
payment processing. We develop, roll out, and support unique FinTech solutions 
that enable a favorable financial and legal environment for businesses seeking 
opportunities to set industry trends while maintaining their unique structures.

Our licences:

● Financial Institution Operating License

● Virtual Currency Wallet Service License

● Virtual Currency Exchange Service License

World’s 1st FinTech solution provider

https://mtr.mkm.ee/taotluse_tulemus/492402
https://mtr.mkm.ee/taotluse_tulemus/489358
https://mtr.mkm.ee/taotluse_tulemus/489147


Up & Running solutions
Crypto Acceptance presentation
A C2B payment gateway that automates the processing of 
cryptocurrency for merchants who wants to expand payment methods 
available at their stores. No previous experience with accepting crypto 
required!
Learn more

Retail POS App presentation
A cross-platform mobile app that allows merchants to accept 
cryptocurrencies at their brick-and-mortar retail outlets.
Android  iOS

Multi-Asset Wallet presentation
A blockchain-based solution for multi-asset fund management. 
Fiat and crypto capabilities. Available in web and app versions.
Check out our active Web White Labels:
Elegro     Omnipay           

Check out our apps:
Android  iOS 

Web Crypto Exchange presentation
A cross-platform solution to launch a successful multi-currency 
exchange business.

Check out our active White Labels:
elegro     Bitpaybank    SwifCoins     Goldencrypto    Coinexo

Exchange App presentation
A user-friendly mobile app for gadget geeks who want to buy and 
sell crypto on the go.
Android  iOS

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1FBMoEFUSPzS_uj2c2R6nIzxHVAezzkPo
https://dashboard.acceptance.elegro.eu/auth/sign-up
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1FBMoEFUSPzS_uj2c2R6nIzxHVAezzkPo
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=dashboard.elegro.io&hl=en
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/elegro-retail-pos-app/id1438548293
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1KNJCNn3f6-sc2eLs4OY-g6b3N0uinBg0
https://personal.elegro.eu/wallet
https://omnipay.uk/
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=paydeepp.elegro.io
https://apps.apple.com/gb/app/elegro-crypto-fiat-wallet/id1443206753
https://drive.google.com/open?id=19R5a2Bw9iY4GKdtAD5QLQJf7Nd35EEcL
https://exchange.elegro.eu/
https://exchange.bitpaybank.io/
https://exchange.swifcoins.eu/
https://goldencrypto.eu/
https://exchange.coinexo.io/
https://drive.google.com/open?id=19R5a2Bw9iY4GKdtAD5QLQJf7Nd35EEcL
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=cryptoex.elegro.io
https://apps.apple.com/ua/app/elegro-exchange/id1469234024


In the field of real estate investing, smart contracts on the blockchain will be used to 
automatically monitor, execute, and enforce agreements between two or more 
parties. They make deals transparent and cost-efficient by eliminating overregulation 
and hidden terms. The blockchain stands for condition immutability and needs no 
special transaction-protecting tools. In turn, a deal-specific stablecoin (pegged 1:1 to 
EUR) guarantees protection against volatility.

Full investment control. To monitor and manage investments/payments, investors and 
builders get comprehensive back-office dashboards.

High efficiency. Smart contracts are automated or self-enforcing solutions that save 
precious time. Unlike agreements set down on paper, they are error-resistant.

The highest level of data protection. The signed contracts get encrypted and are 
stored on the blockchain, which guarantees their immutability and authenticity.

A blockchain platform for real estate 
investments



We offer a powerful investment tool for building contractual agreements. It is 
implemented as a friendly web application both investors and builders can use.

For investors:

● Personal accounts for monitoring transactions/events on the fly.

● A notification system to efficient communication between builders in 

real-time.

● The ability to download contracts and read the terms before the signing.

For builders:

● Payment automation tailored to deal-specific terms.

● Back-office dashboards for monitoring projects/investments/payments on 

the fly.

● Notifications about project-specific wallet top-up amounts (monthly or 

tailored to a project). 

 

Web application



● All transactions are recorded in the blockchain with no ability to change their data.

● New technologies provide a deep and wide operational background to the business.

● Decentralized database that ensures unlimited and secure access to critical 

information.

● Full project transparency and increased flows of investment.

● Flexible and failproof international payments (SEPA, SWIFT).

● Entering the global market through the listing of the project’s stablecoin on the 

world’s major exchanges.

● Smart contracts for efficient protection against overregulation and interference by 

supervisory authorities.

● Additional marketing options provided by promising technologies used for your 

project.

● When buying an apartment, an official contract of sale is automatically drawn up.

Benefits



How it works 
01 Creating a project base
For each investment product of a certain project, a smart 
contract is issued. It contains the terms and condition of 
the deal.

02 The investor makes a deposit
Upon registration in our web app, the investor tops up their NT 
account, converts funds into stablecoins and invests them in a 
project of their choice. Each investment product of a particular 
project is linked to a smart contract, which guarantees that the 
investor and the builder will fulfill their commitments. 

04 The builder receives funds
The invested stablecoins hit the builder’s account that is created in 
our system.

06 Profit distribution
On the back-office dashboard, the builder can see statistics on all 
issued smart contracts and initiated projects. Before payment 
calculation, the builder receives a notification of the amount to be paid 
according to the terms and conditions specified in contracts (monthly 
or per transaction). The builder tops up their business account in our 
system, converts regular funds into stablecoins and sends them to 
wallets associated with specific smart contracts/projects. There is also 
an option to pay in one amount with the automatic fund distribution.

07 The investor withdraws the income
According to the terms and conditions fixed by the smart 
contract of the selected project, our system automatically 
sends stablecoins to investors. The investors exchange their 
coins to fiat, and withdraw money to their bank account, 
payment card or invest it in a new project.  

05 Project implementation
On a back-office dashboard, the builder converts coins into regular 
money and withdraws it to their bank account for the building project 
implementation.

03 Receiving an investment contract
By investing coins in a specific project, the investor activates 
the smart contract associated with it and receives an 
automatically generated investment contract. All data of the 
parties, including the terms of the project and payment 
confirmation, are automatically filled in by our system. The 
hash of the transaction confirming the deal is used as a 
signature and notarization of the contract. The contract itself is 
hashed and added to the blockchain, which guarantees its 
immutability and authenticity.



This stablecoin is based on a fork of Ether (ETH). It is used for concluding investment deals at the initial implementation phase of building projects. The 
coin is protected from volatility through pegging it 1:1 to a major fiat currency (EUR).

Interrelation diagram

ZezmanCoin (ZC): deal-specific crypto



Given the specifics of various investment projects, smart contracts are created for each of the following investment cases:

● deposits guaranteed by real estate;

● a positive return on apartment resale;

● passive rental income.

Depending on amounts invested, details of selected projects, and the minimum investment period, there’s an option to create specific 
subcontracts for the three main investment cases.

This approach allows for successful investments and is a big source of profit. All calculations and payments are carried out automatically 
according to the conditions prescribed in the smart contract.

Smart contracts for savvy investments



For businesses, we offer a ready-for-integration investment ecosystem that includes the 
following elements:

● Development of deal-specific smart contracts.

● Development of deal-specific stablecoins, and listing them on trusted exchanges 

to attract foreign investors.

● Software development and support.

● Web page and application design development.

● System servers and infrastructure support.

● Access to a CRM system for analytics.

● International payment processing.

Business-oriented ecosystem



White Label

5 
active projects

 

 

Our achievements

Acceptance

532 
merchants

 

 

18012 
shoppers

 

 

38185 
transactions

 

 

2301 
personal users

 

 
Mobile applications

6 
available

 

 

 

328 
releases & updates

 

 

Exchange

1812 
customers

 

 

Wallet

177 
business users

 

 



T: + 372 880 79 04

Set investment trends
for real estate market players to follow

A: Roosikrantsi street 2, Downtown, 
Tallinn, Harju county, 10119, Estonia

E: info@niko-technologies.eu

mailto:info@niko-technologies.com

